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Includes new chapters on soil and groundwater remediation, water filtration system technology, and

bottled water supplies; plus new sections on food safety and environmental security. Features new

expert contributors such as Nelson Nemerow, Franklin Agardy, George Tehachangolow, Pier

Armenante, and Anthony Walbarst.
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"This book contains practical information that would span a complete four-year curriculum." (Journal

of Environmental Quality, Vol.33, No.3; May/June 2004)

A banner edition of the prominent reference covering environmental engineering Upholding the

reputation of its predecessors as the most trusted single-source handbook on the subject, this new

edition of Environmental Engineering provides up-to-date, practical guidance on a full range of

environmental issues, while delivering the critical material on sanitation management and

engineering used by today&#146;s leaders in the field. Emphasizing environmental control through

practical applications of sanitary science and engineering theories and principles, this Fifth Edition

includes new chapters from leading experts, as well as new material by Franklin Agardy; Anthony

Wolbarst and Weihsueh Chiu; George Tchobanoglous; Walter Lyon; Glen Nemerow and Laurie

Bloomer; John Kieffer; Tim Chinn; Robert Jacko and Tim LaBreche; and Xudong Yang.

Environmental Engineering&#146;s highly illustrative coverage addresses environmental control in



urban, suburban, and rural settings&#150;including general design, construction, maintenance, and

operation details related to plants and structures&#150;with new material on such topics as:  Soil

and groundwater remediation Radiation exposure and safety Environmental emergencies and

preparedness Hazardous waste remediation Incineration Transporting pollutants Communicable

and noninfectious diseases Food protection Noise control Water filtration system technology Solid

waste management  Environmental Engineering, Fifth Edition is an essential reference for

environmental and civil engineers, environmental consultants and scientists, and regulatory and

safety professionals in the public and private sectors.

I live, study and work in the New York Tri-State region and this book is pretty great because the

author also lived, worked and studied in the same region. Whats good about that? The Human

Development and Expliotation is our region is very diverse and often connects directly with other

prominent regions around the globe. The author basically covers alot of legalities, origins, design

principles, and field work analysis really well.This was one of the easier to read text in my classes,

not because it is written in laymans terms, but he writes the ideas in a clear concise manner and

covers alot of material with great efficiency using (the best I've seen in any enviro-engineering text)

superb diaghrams, pictures and charts.As a whole I felt the text demystifies alot of what this field is

about so I usually recommend it to other non-environmental engineers, planners and designers that

I come across in my school and work.The book is expensive but I felt it was one of those few (if any)

books you'll ever buy in college that is worth every penny.This one is a keeper!

my brother need so cool product, perfect. delivery on time receive it next day , just OK . Excellent for

cutting home baked bread.
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